The ambiguity in the determination of the r's arising from the use of planarity conditions is discussed in relation to the r defect.
I. Introduction
Since the treatment of centrifugal distortion in the rotational spectra of molecules was considered rigorously by Watson [1] [2] [3] , many molecules have been analyzed using Watson's reduced Hamiltonian. The centrifugal distortion constants thus obtained give information about the molecular force field and in some cases about the vibration-rotation interactions. The purpose of the present paper is to clarify several problems which arise in using reported centrifugal distortion constants.
To compare rotational and centrifugal distortion constants obtained for different molecules we have to use constants which are defined uniquely. Watson's determinable parameters are appropriate for the purpose, because they do not depend on any unitary transformation of the effective rotational Hamiltonian. On the other hand the spectroscopic constants, A, B, C, Aj, AJK, AK, dj, dK, are dependent on a unitary transformation and especially on the choice of the axis system. Although these constants are directly related to the form of the molecular spectra and are commonly reported, they can not be used for comparison with those obtained by some different reduction of the rotational Hamiltonian. Thus explicit relations between the spectroscopic constants for the various reduction procedures are desired.
In Sect. II of this paper, the relations among the spectroscopic constants in Watson 
We thus obtain 7{ = V-X j\ij.
The constants X, Y, Z, in Eqs. (2) and (4) 5 .
In order to reduce the number of parameters from nine (three rotational constants and six quartic centrifugal distortion constants) to eight which is the number of determinable parameters up to quartic terms, we can use any unitary transforma-tion which makes one linear combination of those nine parameters vanish. By the unitary transformation given by Eqs. (3) and (4), we can eliminate the terms with /?6 from the Hamiltonian and the AK = ± 4 matrix elements of the Hamiltonian vanish using the basis of symmetric-top wavefunctions.
Another useful unitary transformation reducing the Hamiltonian is that in which the terms with R5, another one of Nielsen's constants, are eliminated, proposed by Winnewisser 6 and van Eijck 7 . This reduction procedure can be important in some special cases. In Sect. Ill of this paper the relation between the spectroscopic constants obtained by the Rq = 0 reduction and by the R5 = 0 reduction is discussed.
In the last Sect. (IV) the use of the planarity conditions for the centrifugal distortion constants is discussed. As pointed out by several authors [8] [9] [10] [11] , in a planar molecule, the non-vanishing, centrifugal distortion constants, raabb , rbbcc , tccaa ? T-abab ? Can not be determined uniquely from the five determinable centrifugal distortion constants and the planarity relations. They depend on the way of selecting the planarity relations. The differences between those obtained by the different selections are linearly dependent on the r defect, which gives an indication of the limit of validity of the planarity relations.
The following notation is used in this paper: 
II. Dependence on the Axis Representation
By the unitary transformation of the effective ro- 
where T is a column vector of the determinable centrifugal distortion constants and D is a column vector of the spectroscopic, or reduced, constants:
The transformation matrix in Eq. (6) is given by Eqs. (24), (31) of Ref. 3 :
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and
where X, Y, and Z are the unreduced eifective rotational constants.
The vector T depends on the axis representation and is not convenient to use. We define the vector Taa Tbb Tec Tt r, (9) The vector Tq is invariant under any cyclic permutation of the molecule-fixed axis representation, and invariant under any unitary transformation of the type of Equation (3) . The matrix and the vector corresponding to Q and D, however, depend on the choice of the axis representation. For the I r , II r , and III 1 " axis representations 12 , Eq. (6) is rewritten as follows: T0 = Qj Dj, (i = 1,11, and III) (10) where the subscripts represent the axis system. The right hand coordinate systems only are considered in the present work. Thus the superscript r is omitted in indicating the axis representation in the following equations. Comparing Eqs. (6) and (10) the matrix Q for the I r axis representation is obtained from Eq. (8) as 
the III r representation (see Appendix for others) is
The identification of A, B, C with X, Y, Z is given in Table I . The other two matricies, Qn and Qui ? are obtained by cyclic permutation of the first three rows and of A, B, and C in the last row of the matrix Qi (see Appendix).
The inverse transformation of Eq. (6) is
where Q -1 , the inverse matrix of Q, is given by Eqs. (51), (52) of Ref. 1 :
The inverse transformation of Eq. (10) is written as
Di = Qi~1T0, (i = I, II, and III). (14)
The matrix 'Qj -1 , the inverse matrix of Qj, can be obtained from Q -1 in Eq. (13) by the identification of A, B, C with X, Y, Z and by the appropriate permutations of the columns for a given axis representation : for example, in the I r axis representation,
The inverse matricies of Qn and Qui ? that is Qu -1 and Qui -1 , are obtained by cyclic permutation of the first three columns and of A, B, and C in the last row of the matrix Qi -1 (see Appendix).
The relations between the reduced centrifugal distortion constants defined for the different axis representations are thus given as Dj = Qj~1QiDi, (i, j = 1,11, and III).
For example, the product matrix which transforms the constants in the I r representation into those in
. (17) The reduced rotational constants A, B, and C are also dependent on the axis representation. These can be obtained from the expression of the determinable rotational constants 21, 33, and (£, using the transformation relations of the centrifugal distortion constants described above. The Eqs. (54) in Ref. 1 are expressed in vector form as
3 .
where 
Carpenter 13 reported the centrifugal distortion constants of F2CO and S02 obtained by fitting the data separately to each of the three axis representations. In Table II 
The primes are used to distinguish between the constants for Rg = 0 and for R-= 0. Comparing Eqs.
(22) and (23) we obtain the following differences:
It is interesting to note that the right hand sides of the individual equations of Eqs. (24) and (25) 
From Eqs. (6) and (27) However, only five constants can be determined from the analysis of a molecular spectrum:
The constants Tx and T2 are linear combinations of the last four constants of the former set:
In order to obtain the seven constants we have to use the planarity conditions: 
Tab = A* B 2 ( -T JA 4 -TJB* + TJC 4 ) /2 , (40)
Tbc = ß 2 C-(-Taa/A* + Tbb/B 4 + Tcc/C*) /2,
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The dependence of the primed constants on the choice of the axis representation can be found in the same way as described in Section I.
For completeness, the direct relations between Watson's determinable rotational constants and the reduced primed constants are found by substituting Eq. (27) and Eq. (24) into Eq. (18):
This equation is rewritten in a form similar to Eq. (18) as
The above three equations are valid only when all the constants have the values corresponding to the equilibrium configuration of the molecule. It has been assumed, however, by many investigators that these equations hold also for the ground vibrational state constants within the range of experimental uncertainties given for the centrifugal distortion constants. Following this assumption we define here the constants in Eqs. (38) - (42) To clarify the relation between the above three planarity conditions and Watson's planarity condition,
ATCC = TCC-{T2-CT1)I(
Eqs. (40) - (42) are rewritten as
Watson's condition, Eq. (43), may be shown to be equivalent to Equation (45). From Eqs. (38), (39), (43) and using the approximate relation
we obtain
Putting ATCC = 0 in Eq. (48), Eq. (45) is obtained.
As will be shown below, the difference between Eq. (48) with non-zero ATCC and Eq. (45) represents the magnitude of the ambiguity in determining the constants. The quantity ATCC is called the r defect in this paper.
The following five choices of linearily independent equations may be used. 
To distinguish this standard from the observed T2, we use here the notation T2° for the standard. Since one of the planarity relations has been used to fix the value T2°, we have to use the other two planarity relations to obtain the unknown constants. Therefore we can determine Tab°, Tbc°, Tca°, and T%b , where the superscript means standard, uniquely in the approximation of Equation (47).
The four unknown Vs obtained in Case 1 have to coincide with those standard results, because all of the three planarity relations are used and T2 is not used in the calculation.
In Case 2, Tab, Tbc, and Tca are the same as the standard values: , (a,ß = a, b, c) . In Case 3, we obtain: In Case 4, we obtain Using the relations derived here, the differences between the constants obtained for the different methods of calculation listed above are reproduced successfully for several molecules as listed in Table  III . The slight discrepancies which are found between the previously reported and the present values have two origins. First, the öTaß values depend on the definition of the rotational constants used in the calculations; for example, A, B, C, instead of 21, 23, (5. Second, the öTaß values depend on whether the approximate relation Eq. (47) is used or not, indeed we can change the 6Tal5 expressions given above into various forms by the use of Equation (47).
Another method has frequently been used for planar molecules to determine four independent r's, which is different from any one of the above five cases: the observed rotational frequencies are fitted to the unreduced Hamiltonian with the constraint of three planarity relations. Similarly it is also possible to fit the frequencies to a modified Watson's Hamiltonian for which one of the independent constants has been eliminated by applying the constraint ATCC = 0. It should be noted, however, that these methods, applying the planarity relations prior to the fitting procedure, produce a certain model error, the magnitude of which can not be estimated by the statistical treatment of the data. It is indeed a further disadvantage of these methods that we lose information about ATCC.
The T defect ATcc, represents not only the vibrational dependence of the centrifugal distortion constants but also that of the rotational constants, since the ground state rotational constants are used in the definition of ATCC and in the planarity relations in this discussion. It indicates the limitation of the validity of the planarity condition Equation (45). However, we can not estimate the errors in the other two planarity relations. Therefore, the ambiguity discussed here is only a part of the total ambiguity. It can be concluded that we should be careful to specify the planarity conditions used in any determination of the r constants, and that the r defect gives some information, though incomplete information, about the errors of the constants obtained by using the planarity relations.
The matricies Qj, which appear in Eq. (10), are as follows: 
>6)
The products of the matricies, Q; 1 Q, which appear in Eq. The other four product matricies can be obtained by changing the last row of the matrix in Eq. (a 7) and Equation (a 8).
For Qui -1 Qn , the last row of the matrix in Eq. (a 7) should be replaced by 
0, -(A-C)/(B-C)].
For Qn _1 Qui, the last row of the matrix in Eq. 
